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Concerns about ‘Crazy Dude’ ice Ski Club pal
C a l P o ly S k i C lu b

F IR S T M E E T IN G

B y A Im P . R a m o s
D o iy Staff Writer

The Cal Poly Ski Club voluntarily removed a
character from flyers pasted around campus M on
day after being advised by Student Life and Activi
rcm ctybcr the
k d ^ c a k c r!
ties that some students found it racially insensitive.
>Cr. Uti?
llie figure known as the ‘ Crazy Dude” was
E5TACATIK ,
used by the Ski Club in various forms for about two
years.
“ He’ s just a little figure that started appearing
in small things like membership cards and other
things like T-shirts,” said Ski Club Membership
Chairman Dean Pericic.
The latest incarnation o f the ‘Crazy Dude”
showed the character without his characteristic
sunglasses, peering over the earth.
Student Life Chairman Ken Barclay said sev
This flyer drew a few complaints from eral students came to him and expressed their
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students who thought the drawing
could potentially hove racist origins.

concerns.

^

See CRAZY DUDE/ page 2

Free speech problems
rare at Cal Poly
B y Jo h n Hubbeil
D a ly Editor in Qiief

CaU him the politically incorrect
Martian.
With oblong pupils peering from
the confines o f an oversized Trojan
helmet — and a tendency to pull a ray
gun to solve even the simplest o f dis
putes — the takeoff o f the popular
Bugs Bunny cartoon sidekick seemed
a great icon for this year’ s “ Week o f
W elcome” program. They’ d call him
“ Marvin.”

See SPEECH CODES, page 3

Arts Center
hits a snag
Lowest bid is $5 million over;
construction delayed until Jan.
B y A le x P. R a m o s
and M a rla R . V a n S e b u yve r
D a ly Staff

Plans for Cal Poly’s multi-million dollar Performing
Arts Center hit an unexpected snag Tuesday when all
contractors vying for the opportunity to build the center bid
at least $4 million over the budget set for the project.
Because no bid was selected at the hearing Tuesday,
construction on —-——------------——— — .— ^ — ^ —
the site wil be
pushed back un " I'm not really sure of
til at least Jan.
the schedule now. M y
1994, according
to
F acilities
best guess is that it
Planning Direc
tor
Robert
will be sometime after
Kitamura.
“I’m not re January."
ally sure of the
schedule now,”
Kitamura said.
“My best guess is
that it will be
sometime after January.”
If a construction bid had been approved, ground break
ing on the two-and-a-half year project could have been as
soon as 45 days away, Kitamura said.
But the fact that all bids were above the $19.9 million
budgeted for the project means the university and its part
ners — the City of San Luis Obispo and the Foundation for
the Performing Arts — must figure out whether to reject all
bids, resubmit the plans to the principal architect or find a
way to fund the difference.
“I suspect we’ll figure out some sort of combination of
(options) two and three,” Kitamura said. “Given the current
economy, its going to be hard to find a way to do (the third
option ) either fully or partially.”
California State University Chancellor Barry Munitz’s
office has final approval power on the project. Cal Poly
planners and representatives from the Foundation for Per1

Robert Kitamura
Facilities Planning Dir.

X

See ARTS CENTER, page 2
Public Safety Officer Suzi Goodwin tickets a car in a Cal Poly parking lot earlier in the week. A shift in parking regu
lations has sparked a wove of anger from students and staff.

Kicking asphalt

Poly staffers steamed over sacrificing
their slots for new metered spaces
B y L m A re n d s
D a ly Assistant Managing Editor

Parking spaces all over campus are being sacrificed
to make way for more short-term parking, campus
officials said Wednesday.
Parking Administrator Cindy Campbell said 275
metered spaces are replacing pre-existing parking
spots, a dramatic upgrade from the previous total of 19
metered spaces.

She said the installation of metered spaces would
be completed by next week, although plans had origi
nally csilled for the work to be done much sooner.
“The changes were supposed to have been com
pleted by the time school started,” she said.
Delays in the shipping of the parking meter
mechanisms, which were manufactured in Nova Scotia,
are to blame for the tardiness, she said.
Tardy or not, some motorists are annoyed that
other parking spaces had to be sacrificed to install the
new ones.
See PARKING, page 2

Assodoted Press
MOSCOW — The government gave increasingly iso
lated lawmakers five days to leave the parliament building
or “face the consequences” Wednesday. Besieged hard-liners
vowed to hold out.
The government kept up a tight cordon of razor-wire,
guns and thousands of armed riot police and troops around
the building. The hard-liners showed no signs of surrender
ing, and the government’s ultimatum hreatened to paint
Yeltsin into a corner of his own.
The government didn’t spell out what it meant by
“serious consequences,” but it will be expected to do some
thing if the lawmakers continue to hold out past Monday.
See DEVELOPMENTS, page 3

Associated Press

SONORA — Ellie Nesler
was sane and therefore
legally responsible for
shooting her son’s alleged
molester, a jury found Wed
nesday.
Nesler, 41, sat solemnly
in the courtroom as the
finding was read. She faces
up to 16 years in prison for
the fatal shooting o f Daniel

Mark Driver.
Sentencing
was
scheduled for Nov. 29, and
Nesler was ordered to
report to the probation
department either later
Wednesday or Thursday.
Tbolumne County Superior
Court Judge William Policy
has the authority to place
her on probation without a
jail sentence.

INSIDE TODAY'S M USTANG DAILY

R ussia in Crisis
Yeltsin gives leaders deadline

Nesler ruled sane
at time of shooting

OPiOK

Robert Gish invites

Profs say Yelstin gam bling

everyone to indulge
in multilingualism

By Q n d y W ebb
D a ly Staff Writer

As the fledgling Russian democracy wallows in grow
ing pains, some Cal Poly staff and students have special
insight into the complications caused by Yeltsin’s struggle
with a conservative Parliament.
On Tuesday, Sept. 21, Yeltsin abolished the Parlia
ment, sending him into a stand-off that has not yet been
resolved. At issue is the question of who really has the
authority to govern Russia.
“What Yeltsin did was against the Russian Constitu
tion,” said Caroll McKibbin, a political science professor
who advised the Cal Poly London Study Program trip to
See RUSSIA, page 3
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ARTS CENTER: High bids throw construction o ff schedule

30

fall

From page 1

q u a rter.

T O D A Y 'S W E A TH E R : A .M . fo g and lo w c lo u d s ,
mostly sunny by m id-day

Expected high/low : 78 / 32. Wednesday's high/low: 76 / 53

architects,” Kitamura said. “That (the bids were so close)
leads us to believe that the budget wasn’t correct. It’s easy to
say that after the fact, but we won’t know for sure until we
look at all the bids more closely.”
Thè delay the center now faces is a diappointment to
many who had hoped to see groundbreaking within the next
few months.
“There is a tremendous amount of volunteer work,” said
Connie Kish, the wife of a Performing Arts Center board
member. “Many people volunteer their time for the arts and
a community asset.”
Kish said her husband has been working on the concept
for more than 15 years.

forming Arts will be meeting at the chancellor’s office Mon
day to discuss which steps should now be taken with regard
to the center.
“That’s when we’ll have a better idea what we can or
cannot do,” Kitamura said Wednesday.
Even though the lowest bid on the project — sumbitted
by W.E. O’Neil of Los Angeles was $24.2 million — was more
than $4 million over the budget the university planners had
set for the project, university officials said they feel better
that the bids were at least close.
“The fact that all the bids were so close in price means
that we had clear, easily understandable drawings by the

PARKING: Com plaints about new system called ‘prem ature’
the meters was insufficient.
“45 minutes just doesn’t work for students in class,” he
said.
Campbell said complaints about use are premature.
“The new system hasn’t been given a chance to operate,”
she said. She pointed out that it is only the end of the second
week of school, and many students and faculty may not yet
be aware of their new options.
Terri Mills, a student parking attendant, said efforts
were being made to educate the public of the changes.
“There are big white signs with big red letters at every
entrance to the campus,” she said.
Mills said similar signs were also posted at the en
trances to parking lots, and an ad had been placed in
Mustang Daily.
Campbell said the decision to install 45-minute meters
was made intentionally to prevent students from using them
while they attend class.
“There is a demand for more Tiigh-turnover spaces’,” she
said, referring to spots used for short errands or for carrying
heavy equipment into a building.

From page 1

Library Assistant Joan Kennedy said she heard com
plaints from three other library employees after staff" park
ing near the library was removed. She said she plans to bring
up the subject at the next meeting of the Staff Council, where
she is a representative.
“I’m going to ask why the parking spaces were taken
away,” she said, “(although) I don’t think there’s anything we
can do about it.”
Library Assistant Kittie Shaughnessy said the present
changes are part of a long-term trend.
“They’ve (been) taking our spaces away for the past two
years,” she said. She added that she felt 275 metered spots
was excessive.
“There should be a couple (of parking meters), but not as
many as there are,” she said.
One student who felt the same was agricultural engi
neering senior Dave Long.
“I’ve never seen half of (the metered spaces) being used
at once,” he said, addipg that the amount of time allowed on

Citrus Groove
plays the Uni
versity Union
Plaza, 11 a.m.

TODAY
Citrus Groove plays the U.U. Plaza, 11 a.m.
Peace Corps seminar, U.U. 2 1 6 /7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

fR ID A Y
Last day to sign up for WPE and EPT/ELA1 — info: 756-2067
Last day to drop classes
Sierra C lub full m oon hike, N ip om o / 929-3647

U P C O M IN G
• Kogerfest '9 3 com m unity-w ide festival — O ct. 2
info:
5 4 1 -4 8 7 2
• AIDS Support Network Walk for Life — O ct. 2
in fo:
7 8 1 -3 6 6 0
• Sierra C lub A dopt-a-B cach cleanup — O ct. 2
info:
9 9 5 -1 5 9 4
• Last day to register to vote in N ov. 2 election —
O ct. 4
• Last day to add classes — Oct. 4
• Transit Tuesday Fair, corner o f Palm and Osos streets — Oct. 5
• Last day to request credit/no credit grading — Oct. 8
• American.Association o f University Women mini-convention —
Oct. 9 / 434-0783

‘CRAZY DU DE’ : Racism in club logo? S om eone thought so
From page 1

Harvey said it is difficult to make advertising that’ s not offensive.
“ I have a friend that works on Camptoons,” he said. “ Someone
counted all the characters on a coupon calendar he did and found only
two black people. He had to change it.”
Harvey said o f nine people on the Ski Club board, four are
Hispanic, one is Asian, and one is a woman.
Some o f the Ski Club board members were concerned that the
situation would get blown out o f proportion.
“ We hope we didn’ t offend anybody,” Pericic said. “The Ski Club
apologizes for any feelings that might be hurt.”

Barclay said no particular club, group or organization was involved
and the complaints weren’ t limited to African-Americans.
“ It had never occurred to us that the ‘Crazy Dude’ was racist,”
said Vice-President o f Marketing Jason Silva. “ We put eyes on him
and oh, boy.”
“ There were two complaints (to Barclay), then we had a meeting
and decided we didn’ t want to make any waves,” said Vice-President
o f Activities Tim Harvey. “ (The Ski Club) decided to take down the
fliers or cover him.”
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SPEECH CODES: At Cal Poly,controversy over RUSSIA: Poly professors say Boris Yeltsin is a gambhng man
who says what doesn’t happen very often
Thomas Krafft, an ecology and
History professor Dan Krieger,
From page 1

authority to govern Russia.

From page 1
Until someone noticed this sum
mer that “ Marvin” was painted black
and complained. And then “ Marvin”
suddenly became colored green.
W elcome to what may be the most
intense recent flash point in Cal Poly’ s
minor jousts with speech codes. While
administrators at other universities have
become vexed over the question o f just
what is deemed too hateful to be said or
written on campus, this university has
yet to encounter a major dilemma re
garding the issue, experts said.
Monday’ s minor blip over a seem
ingly innocuous Ski Club flyer falls
into that category, according to Bar
bara Andre, director o f International
Student Services. For the most part,
she said, students here don’ t offend in
— and don’ t take offense from — the
flurry o f flyers which routinely blanket
campus kiosks. So far, it just hasn’ t
been that big o f a deal.
“ Probably, it’ s naivete more than
an actual desire to offend at this point,”
Andre said. “ We (once) had a frat party
where they did a blackface routine, and
some said that was offensive. But (club)
advisors have been more than active in
saying, 'H ey, do you really want to do
that?” ’
There have been occasional ex
ceptions to the calm. Take the group o f
international students who, while try
ing to encourage African-Americans
to join their group, once used clip art
caricatures o f black people drawn in
the 1930s — replete with offensive
stereotypes — on their flyers, Andre
said.
And similarly, in the Ski Club’ s
case, club officials were taken by sur
prise when several unidentified stu
dents took offense to what they say is a
harmless character who has nothing to
do with racial politics. They voluntar
ily removed many o f the flyers as soon
as they were advised o f the complaints.

^We do have veto power.
The university has the right
to (remove a flyer that
would) incite disruption. We
have the right to take the
poster down.^'
Ken Barclay
Director, Student Life
and Activities
But if a club or organization de
cided to push ahead with a potentially
controversial poster campaign, univer
sity officials say they do have the written
power to force them to desist.
“ We do have veto power,” said Ken
Barclay, director o f Student Life and
Activities. “The university has the right
to (remove a flyer that would) incite
disruption. We have the right to take the
poster d o w n .”
In order for a club to be sanctioned
by the university, it must conmiit to nondiscriminatory policies, according to
Baiclay. That means university officials
can act against a club should they find it
disolieying that tenet, he added.
Barclay encourages clubs to submit
flyers to his office for approval before
they are distributed. But if complaints
arise — as they did Monday with the Ski
Club — Barclay said he tries to give
advice to clubs instead o f ordering them
to change their approach.
Still, both Barclay — who is in
close contact with many student groups
— and Andre — who routinely deals
with students o f varying ethnic descent
— say Cal Poly has seen very few “ hate
speech” conflicts. Even fewer, they say,
where students have intended to cause
harm.
“ W e ’ ve kind o f been lu ck y,”
Barclay said.

“What Yeltsin did was against
the Russian Constitution,” said
Caroll McKibbin, a political science
professor who advised the Cal Poly
London Study Program trip to Rus
sia last June.
“Yeltsin took a big gamble by
doing that,” he said, “but so far it
looks like he’s coming out the win
ner in all of this.”
H istory
professor
Max
Riedlsperger saidthe Russian presi
dent has no other option than an
absolute victory. “If Yeltsin can’t
gain total control, there may be a
movement against him,” he said.
“But Yeltsin has a strong hand.
He appeals to the people because
he responds to them,” he contin
ued. “So it (appears) to me that
Yeltsin can pull this off okay. The
key is for him to get a parliament
that complies with his wishes.”
So far, that has proven a tall
order. After Parliament, Yeltsin’s
toughest challenge has been the
devestated Russian economy, and
the people who are dissolusioned
by it.

who also went on the London Study
trip last summer, witnessed some
ofthe economic despair. “Twoyears
ago the (exchange) rate of the (Rus
sian) ruble was 350 rubles to the
dollar,” he said. “This summer it
was 1,200 rubles to the dollar. A
doctor we met only makes $38 a
month.”
“For over 11 hundred years
Russia has had an authoritarian
government,” Riedlsperger said.
“But both sides—the old commu
nists and' supporters of Yeltsin—
want someone to take direction.
The financial state of Russia is
awful and it needs someone strong
to help make change.”
Krieger said many communists
oppose a free-market economy such
as Yeltsin is hoping to create. “Most
people are critical of Yeltsin,” he
said, “but they don’t see any other
way to save themselves. They don’t
want to go back to a system where
they are nameless and other people
decide their fate. Even in adverse
times like this there is opportu
nity.”

systematic biology senior who also
went on the trip said that the Rus
sians he talked to were interested
in democracy. “People on the streets
asked about American society and
how we get along with our govern
ment,” Krafft said. “Not more than
five years ago, Russians thought
that our goal was to throw bombs at
them. Now, they are open to hear
ing information.”
That change is important be
cause people are willing to talk
about what they want, Krafft said.
“The last thing they want is to go
back to their old system of Parlia
ment.”
“Politically, things are moving
rapidly,” McKibbin said. “Structur
ally, we will have to see how long
everything will take to fall into
place. Economic reform takes time.”
Part of the struggle for the Russian
people will be to break away from
their past as a communist nation,
he said.
“There’s a lot of ch aos, but th ere
is no turning back. It’s hard to say
what the future will bring, but
Russians won’t return to the com
munist system as they knew it

DEVELOPMENTS: Russia’s Parliament given deadline by Yeltsin
From page 1

Foreign Minister Andrei V.
Kozyrev offered fresh assurances
Wednesday that force would not be
used in the showdown, but Yeltsin
may ultimately have no other op
tion. He spoke during a visit to the
United Nations in New York.
For a second straight night,
police with rubber batons clased
with hundreds of people who tried
to demonstrate in support of par
liament. Protesters threw bottles
at police. One lawmaker was in-

jured.
The week-long standoff claimed its
third fatality, when a traffic police
man died of injuries suffered when
he was pushed in front of a car by
anti-government protesters during
a clash Tuesday with police.
People seemed tired of the long
political struggle that has pitted
Yeltsin against parliament for 18
months.
“We’re fed up,” said Otto Latsis,
political commentator for the news

paper Izvestia.
President Boris Yeltsin met in
the Kremlin with his top advisors.
Later, the government bluntly
warned the rebels’ leaders — Vice
President Alexander Rutskoi and
parliam ent speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov — that they would
bear all responsibility if the build
ing were not evacuated and all
weapons surrendered by Monday.
Police on Tuesday had given
lawmakers until Wednesday to sur
render their weapons and leave the

COUNTRYWIDE FUNDING CORPORATION
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Countrywide Funding Corporation is the nation's largest home mortgage lender headquartered in Pasadena, California.
Countrywide Funding originates and services single family home mortgage loans. Countrywide Funding has experienced
unparalleled growth with over 4,000 employees and 300 branches nationwide.
Countrywide's Corporate Quality Assurance department is a recognized leader in developing and implementing Total Quality
Management (TQM) and Business Process Reengineering. Countrywide's Corporate Quality Assurance department ensures that
the company maintains its competitive edge through a quality culture that continuously improves both internal and external
customer satisfaction.
Countrywide's Quality Assurance department:
■ Develops and administers Total Quality Management (TQM) and process reengineering initiatives
■ Develops and implements process measurement tools and performance tracking systems
■ Trains and administers divisional and departmental quality administrators and staffs in TQM and process reengineering
techniques
Countrywide Funding Corporation is currently conducting a nationwide search for candidates to join our Corporate Quality
Assurance department in Pasadena. Countrywide seeks candidates with diverse backgrounds in: Production Operations
Management, Industrial Engineering, Business Management, or Finance for both graduate and undergraduate majors to fill several'
positions in our headquarters. Currently, we have openings for full-time consultants, co-operative consultants, and summer/fall
internships.
The Corporate Quality Assurance department will be conducting private, one-on-one interviews on October 18th and 19th in San
Luis Obispo. Interviews are limited and by appointment only. Please fax your resume with current work history, salary history,
position you are applying for, along with a daytime telephone number to the address below. The deadline for submitting resumes is
Wednesday, October 13th.
Lyn Meade, Corporate Quality Assurance Administrator
Countrywide Funding Corporation
155 North Lake Avenue, MSN 35-21
Pasadena, California 91109
(818) 666-4273 FAX
(800) 669-6655 Extension 2265
You will be notified by telephone of your appointment time and location.
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Robert

V én ga te
a mi
oficina

I threw caution to the wind last week. I posted
my office hours in Spanish.
“¡Español! Horas de consulta” it begins. For a
gringo-indio like me, it took some dictionary doing to
ensure correctness - grammatical, not political.
To some, it’s a deed of no small daring. To others,
nada, nada, y nada at all. But broach bilingualism,
especially in Senator Hayakawa’s backyard, and
you’ve got controversy.
Professors are supposed to post office hours. But
the presumed lingua franca is English. Some even
insist English is such a champion language it should
be the official tongue of these estados unidos, the
U.S.A. Que Lastima.
As a professor of English I should certainly be
true to code and on my door and in other “profes
sional” ways use the language I have spent so many
years trying to speak, write and understand. That I
do.
And as director of Ethnic Studies I should think
in terms of multilingualism rather than
monolingualism or bilingualism. Exactamente.
I’m struggling with the language of my Indian
heritage, too. Listening to tapes, copying down a
Cherokee word here and a Chumash word there in
my makeshift glossary. I’ve forgotten the German I
almost learned as an undergraduate.
But Spanish, ah Spanish. In New Mexico, where
I was born, I grew up with Spanish in the air. I
breathed it on the playgrounds. I saw it on signs. I
heard it caressing itself in and around my days and
into my soul - and I still do. Especially here in
California.
Spanish was the most palpable of the sounds, the
música del oro y plata y alma, I heard. I felt it. Most
of my classmatpR had Snanish names.
Accuse me of trying to appropriate another
culture’s language? I see it as a multicultural heri
tage! I contend that out here on the edge it’s no crime
for non-native speakers of Spanish to loosen up and
try a good thing.
El Hispano, an Albuquerque weekly, comes
ahora to my P.O. box. I tune in the local Spanishlanguage radio shows. I keep cable television mainly
to watch Spanish-language television (and TNN,
since you can’t take the cowboy out of the caballero).
In a locale which constantly mispronounces Paso
Robles and indulges in one “Laguna Lake” redun
dancy after another, in a state with such a rich
Hispanic/Latino/Chicano heritage and such a vast
and glorious population of Spanish-speaking citizens
and visitors, in a state university here in San Luis
Obispo, it’s long overdue not just to post a measly
office hour in Spanish, but to name some rooms, some
streets and even some buildings en Español.
After all, the name “U.U. 205” is so nondescript
and dehumanized. Who wouldn’t rather think of
Chumash Auditorium?
Why wouldn’t it be possible to name some of
these numerically boring places after people, after
African-American, Latino/Chicano cultures? I can
hear you now - “calíate su boca, viejo.”
And why not offer more courses, muchisimo mas,
in the culture and heritage of Spanish-speaking
peoples? Taught by more professors of Spanish and
Mexican descent?
Now, as for the parking signs and the pea-soup
green “sponsored guests” curbs, well, it takes me back
to the days when “Chingao, a la veca” was on ALL our
lips, gringo and indio and Chicano alike.
“Parking” always does bring people together,
sabes?
•Robert Gish is the director o f the Ethnic Studies
Department at Cal Poly

Will Clinton do the right thing? Can he?
By Mike Rockenstein

The way one might evaluate Bill Clinton’s perfor
mance as president after nine months in office could
depend on one’s point of view.
Given the fact Mr. Clinton made several promises
during his campaign regarding a middle-class tax cut,
universal health care and granting homosexuals the
absolute right to serw^e in the military, Clinton has not
lived up to his campaign promises.
During the next several months to a year, the
President will need to focus on the following several
areas which will prove vital and critical to the United
States’ short and long-term interests.

We won the cold war. Now Clinton
will have to further strengthen our
alliances in this uncertain time.
•NAFTA: 'The North American Free Trade Agreement
has been a major topic of debate recently as both sides
are beginning to form their opinions. With demagogues
such as Ross Perot and Jesse Jackson playing to
unfounded fears of the exodus of American companies to
Mexico, the opposition to this treaty has unfortunately
grown.
'The Clinton campaign at first had no opinion on the
treaty, then favored approval of it so long as NAFTA
provided health and environmental safeguards.
'This treaty, negotiated by the Bush administration,
is designed to complete a free trade zone with the three
North American countries. Mr. Clinton’s challenge is to
avoid a compromise which could erode the original
premise of the treaty.
This treaty will help to reduce illegal immigration
across the border, raise Mexico’s standard of living, and
foster a “good neighbor” attitude, which will strengthen
our economic and national security.
•Econom y: Remember the phrase “it’s the economy,
stupid,” used by the Clinton campaign? Well the phrase
still applies to the president. The economy is projected
to grow at a rather anemic rate of two percent, com
pared to an average four percent growth in the last two
quarters o f 1992.

Rec Sports, lifeguard not to blame
This letter is in response to Lissa Meek’s criticism of
the Rec Sports administration and staff.
Meek included an excerpt from last Thursday’s
Mustang Daily: “Rec sports administrators and
staff..stood around...watching paramedics working,”
Lissa, the key words are not “stood around,” but
“paramedics working.” Once the paramedics arrive, it is
their job to take over. I cannot think of an instance when
the paramedics would stand around watching a lifeguard.
Fortunately, in the 40-plus hours of training the
lifeguard went through she remembered the section on
hypothermia. 'The handbook states that when treating a
victim for hypothermia, “give nothing to eat or drink
unless victim is fully conscious.”
When Meek brought (the victim) water she went into
shock. It is better for the people not properly trained to
“stand around” and let the professionals take control of a
situation.
It is unfortunate this incident had to occur, but the
blame in no case goes to the Rec Center staff. To avoid
future problems they must work together with the
community to solve the dilemma of the slow response

Clinton’s promise o f a tax cut for the middle class
disappeared with the Deficit Reduction Act of 1993,
which raised taxes immediately on all Americans while
putting off much-needed spending cuts until this fall.
In order to demonstrate fully his commitment to
real deficit reduction and stable economic growth,
Clinton needs to call a new economic summit this fall to
address the issue o f more spending cuts, of initiating an
investment tax credit to increase business growth, and
to propose a capital gains tax.
If Clinton is serious about fulfilling his goal of 8
million new jobs, he needs to focus on government
incentives that will benefit businesses and consumers.
•Health Care: This, along with the NAFTA treaty,
may define his presidency and possibly determine his
re-election chances in 1996. The basic questions to ask
are: where will the funding for the plan come from?
How will Medicare and Medicaid be involved in the
process? Will coverage apply to all people, including
illegal immigrants?
These are just a few of the many questions that
need to be pondered and answered. What about the new
bureaucracy? Can a health board based in Washington
dictate every individual’s needs effectively and thus
save money in the long run?
Universal health care is a good concept, but in
tough budgetary times we need to address cost factors
also.
•Foreign P olicy: We still live in a volatile and
dangerous world. Yes, progress has been rapid since
1987, but we still have weapons of mass destruction
around the globe. Clinton needs to reaffirm to the
world that we will continue to play a very strong role.
We won the cold war, now Clinton will have to
further strengthen our alliances in this uncertain
time.
These are only a few areas o f concentration that
Bill Clinton will have to face. Of course, he will have
to confront a society that at times is too violent and
insensitive toward others.
The American people (43 percent) asked for
change. Now the ball is in his court. Otherwise, in
1996 President Clinton will be changing. His address,
that is.
•Mike Rfxikcnstein is a political science senior.

time of the “professional” local paramedic services.
G re g W illis
CSC Sophmore
Greg W illh has four years experience as a Hfegvard.

Don't like cars? Don't drive
Lisa Iruguin’s opinion piece “Big-city blues in small
town SLO” compares the traffic of San Francisco to that
of San Luis Obispo.
Perhaps, instead of complaining about having to wait
in a “line of cars fighting for precious parking spaces” at
Cal Poly she should consider walking, riding a bicycle or
using the bus.
It is ironic that the same problems of air and noise
pollution and traffic that she found so irritating in San
Francisco are the ones she is contributing to in this town
by driving her automobile.
B«th You n g
CRP Alumnus
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BLUE NOTE MUSIC
By

E r i k a

E i c h 1e r

influences on what is now considered popu

D a ily S t a f f W r it e r

lar music. And next week, the story of blues

M

the laborers whose chants and field hollers

guitarist Bowling Green John Cephas and

rang out under the blazing sun.

harmonica player Phil Wiggins initiate the

ore than a century ago, in the slavery-

music will come to San Luis Obispo.

era South, blues music found a voice in

The “ Ambassadors of Blues” duo of

By the 1920s the first recordings featur
ing this music style were produced. By the

1993-94 Cal Poly Arts season with story
teller Jackie Torrence in the Cal Poly

1960s it had become one of the most important

See BLUES, page B3

'Searching for Bobby Fischer' is better than a Little League game
B rya n B ailey
Spedai to the Doily

Like many films, there are sev
eral subjects broached in Paramount
Picture’s “Searching for Bobby
Fischer.”
Based on thebiographical novel
ofthe samenameby FredWaitzkin,
the story revolves around Waitzkin’s
son, 7-year-old chess prodigy Josh.
The movie contains messages for
young and old viewers, as well as a
sentimental and endearing “Karate
Kid” style of entertainment.
“Searching for Bobby Fischer,”
however, is not about chess.

Despite the title reference to has assembled.
what any chess afficionado would
Joe Mantegna delivers an out
tell you is one of the grandmasters standing performance as Fred
of the game, the central theme of Waitzkin, a New York sportswriter
“Fischer” probably relates more to a who is suddenly confronted with
little-league crowd than to the chess the fact that his son is going to grow
playing elite.
up carrying a chessboard notabaseSteven Zaillian, who wrote the ball bat. Waitzkin’s son Josh (Max
screenplay from Waitzkin’s book, Pomeranc) discovers early in the
makes his directing debut a memo film that he is one of a select few
rable one. While the plot may be children who take to the game of
transparent at times, Zaillian man chess immediately with no formal
ages to evoke emotions one rarely training.
associates with chess. The shots of
While this revelation is a source
the game itself are highlights of the of constant amazement and disori
film, creating an excitement which entation to Fred and his wife Bonnie
emanates from thesolid cast Zaillian (Joan Allen), Josh approaches the

situation with the naive innocence
of a child with a new toy.
Not so for Fred and Josh’s
teacher Bruce Pandolfini (Ben
Kingsley). The pair try to instill in
Josh the same kind of competitive
fire and contempt for his opponents
the legendary Bobby Fischer, whom
Josh is constantly compared to, once
held.
Throughout the film, the con
stant personal struggle between a
father’s pride and a son’s confused
innocence is displayed. This is viv
idly portrayed among the settings
of the many New York state chess
tournaments Josh attends.

To the delight of his father and
the chagrin of his teacher — who
believes tournaments belittle the
art of the game — the young prodigy
continues to amass impressive vic
tories and becomes the top-rated
player in the country for his age.
Eventually, he is slated to compete
in the national finals.
Yet Josh’s ambitions are not to
win. The joy for him is in the game,
not the victory. The pressure both
father and teacher heap upon him
in the weeks prior to the tourna
ment will either prepare him or
See F IS C H E R , p a g e B2
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The W estern art collection w as donated by the J.O . and Beatrice M a x in e Barber Family Trust of
Bakersfield and includes bronze sculptures, watercolors and draw ings / Photo by Teresa Hagiya

Cal Poly granted costly art collection

University Union Galerie exhibits extensive collection
of Western and wildlife art endowed by family trust
Dy Undo Aka
Daiy Staff Writar

If wind could blow there, it
would be a warm breeze, gently
touching your westwardly turned
face. If the sun could shine there, it
would excite beads of sweat to roll
quickly off your forehead and onto
the dusty ground below hues of or
ange and leather-boot brown. But
since the wind and the sun can’t
stimulate the senses in the Univer
sity Union Galerie, the art is left to
do the work.
The “Western and Wildlife Art”
exhibit brings the untamed west
into the usually serene Galerie and
roughs it up with pioneers, cowboys
and Indians.
D onated by the J.O. and
Beatrice Maxine Barber Family
Trust of Bakersfield, the collection
depicts the wild history of the 1800s.
The nearly 60 pieces on display were
created from a variety of mediums.
Oil paintings, watercolors, draw
ings and bronze sculptures make up
the first phase of the heartiest gift
of art ever donated to Cal Poly, said
Galerie Director Jeanne LaBarbera.
Lifelike images of eagles, elk,
bears, horses and their human com
panions line the walls. They were
created by such well-known west
ern artists as David Nordahl, Joe
Beeler, Harry Jackson, Jim Muir
and William Davis.
“The thrust is realism ,”
LaBarbera said. “People are drawn

to the bronzes and facinated by the
paintings.”
Paintings like Nordahl’s “Night
Pickets” tease the eye. The oil
painting’s clear night sky and the
precision with which the Indians’
bodies are painted prompted one
gallery visitor to ask, “How did the
artist get the photograph to look
like a painting?” LaBarbera said.
The enthusiastic response to
the collection has been overwhelm
ing since the show opened Sept. 23.
The artwork is so exceptional, stu
dents stand in awe in front of collec
tion pieces, LaBarbera said.
“This is something an art histo
rian dreams about for years,” she
said. LaBarbera has been Galerie
director for nine years. “You’re so
moved when you see anything in
there.”
The bronzes in the collection
offer a three-dimensional view of
the west. “Wind River Maiden” by
William Davis, stands near the front
of the Galerie. She stands in the
green-tinted, bronze grass with the
wind breezing through her hair. The
Indian woman has distinguished
cheek bones and tight-presses lips.
The bronze emphasizes detail.
Another striking bronze filled
with detail is “American Legend:
John Wayne” by David Manuel.
Shotgun in hand, Wayne sits on his
horse. His carefully defined
pocketwatch,blackbowtie and widebrimmed hat adds to the artist’s
detailed interpretation.

The Barbers began collecting
the detailed bronzes and painting
in the late 1960s. The voluminous
collection occupied everything from
hall space to table tops.
“I couldn’t move around (my
house),” John Barber said. “There
were so many of them.”
Barber is pleased with the ex
hibit and called the presentation
“fabulous.”
LaBarbera said the works are
of museum quality and deserve to
stay together. Unfortunately, after
their collection debut in the U.U.,
the art will most likely go into tem
porary storage due to lack of per
manent display space. Some pieces
may be rerouted to the library or
other public spaces, she said, but
the power of the show rests in the
collective exhibit.
“(Working with the show) is
such a thrill,” she said. “Th’ s one
really tops anything I’ve ever done.”
La Barbera welcomes sugges
tions about developing a facility or
fundraising to keep the collection
together.
“It’s an exceptional thing that
the Barbers have done,” LaBarbera
said.”We have to do our part to
honor them.”

From page B1
Pomeranc has never had any for
destroy him.
mal theater training.
Zaillian’s skillful adaptation
from the novel to the screenplay
What Pomeranc has been do
provides fascination to an audience
ing is playing chess — and playing
which has probably not seen chess
well. He is currently one ofthe high
or the subject of competitive values
est-ranked
competitors in the na
portrayed in such a light befoie.
tion for his age. Cast for his chessBoth the str d, lofty, artistic rever
ence of the game, as well as a fast- playing ability rather than his act
paced, modernistic approach are ing skills, Pomeranc shows in
“Fischer” he can handle both with
portrayed.
apparently equal ease.
The new style of chess involves
With stellar performances and
the world of “chess hustlers” who
tight,
precise direction from Zaillian
make a living at quick thinking and
one
would
think “Fischer” couldn’t
aggressive strategy while eking out
be
anything
less than astounding
a survival in New York City’s Wash
and
it
nearly
is. The film, although
ington Square Park.
wonderfully crafted, comes too close
The work of the entire cast is to the Hollywood formula of a happy
exemplary. Mantegna, a Tony- ending to be entirely satisfying, and
award winner for the stage produc if one is apt to be a good chess
tion of “Glengarry Glen Ross,” does player, you probably can divine the
great work in what might possibly climax to the penultimate scene long
be considered the 1ead rol e. Kingsl ey, before the movie is half over.
portraying true-life chess legend
Yet the fact it is a somewhat
Pandolfini(whocanbe found teach
used plot does not detract from the
ing chess to extraordinarily talented
students throughout the United fine work by a cast which seems to
give everything for the audience.
States), also gives a solid support
Don’t let their work — especially
ing performance.
Pomeranc’s impressive performance
The real gem of this film, how pass by. “Searching for Bobby
ever, is delivered by 8-year-old new
Fischer” is quite possibly one ofthe
comer Pomeranc.
best movies you will see this year.
The chemistry between Zaillian
Or you could stay home and
and Pomeranc is obvious; the direc
entertain yourself in some other
tor makes full use of Pomeranc’s
way.
enorm ous
screen
presence.
Chess, anyone?
Pomeranc holds the audience cap
tive with his wide-eyed gaze, a true
“S earching for Bobby
mix of innocence and intelligence
rarely seen in today’s version of the Fischer** ia now showing at the
Hollywood child. If you are repulsed Palm Theatre in San Luis Obispo
by the image of children often por nightly at 7 p.m. and 9:15 p.nu
trayed by the likes of Macauley Saturday and Sunday matinees
Culkin, you’ ll probably love are half-priced and shown at
Pomeranc. One can hardly believe 1:45 p.nu
m

« i

__ :
Jash W a itzk in (M a x Pomeranc) is a 7-year-old chess prodigy
pressured to compete in tournaments by his father (Joe M antegna)
Photo courtesy Paramount Pictures

A public reception for the
Barbera will be held October 16
from 4 to 6 p.nu The exhibit will
remain in the Galerie until Oct.
24.

1. Buffalo Tom
"Big Red Letter Day"
2. Breeders
"Last Splash"
3. Smashing Pumkins
"Siamese Dream"
4. Cypress Hill
"Black Sunday"
5. Juliana Hatfield
"Become V/hat You Are'

CALENDAR
Thursday, September 3 0 l

Friday, October 1

□ L oco R an ch ero presents
Citrus Groove with special
guests Brad Is Sex and Martian
Rocket in an 18 and over show.

□ SLO B rew in g Co. presents
Munkafust at 9:30 for a $3 cover.

□ Shival Experience play SLO
B rew ing Co. at 9:30 p.m. for a
$2 cover
□ Inner Faces play original jazz
at E arthling B ooksh op at 8
p.m. in a pass the hat show.
□ F. M cC lintock _ Saloon
presents Monte Mills at 10 p.m.
No cover.
□ Dave Smith lets loose on
acoustic guitar at Osos Street
Subs at 8 p.m. No cover.

Saturday, October 2
□ L o co R an ch ero hosts an 18
and over ’70s Disco Inferno
Dance Party.

□ Sue Hass plays acoustic
guitar and sings at the Earthling
B ook sh op at 8 p.m. in a pass the
hat show.

□ SLO B rew in g Co. features
Lion’s I’s at 9:30 p.m. for a $3
cover.

□ Spike plays acoustic guitar
and piano at Osos Street Subs
at 8 p.m. No cover.

□ Bill Roalman strums his
guitar at the E arthling
B ook store at 8 p.m.
t u

□ Lorin Hart plays contempo
rary folk rockat Linnaea’s Cafe
at 8 p.m. in a pass the hat show.

□ F. M cC lintock’s Saloon
presents Forecast at 10 p.m.
No cover.

□ F. M cC lintock’s SaFoon
presents Forecast at 10 p.m. No
cover.

□ The Matt Taylor 'Trio plays
jazz at 8 p.m. at Osos Street
Subs. No cover.

a.

o

O soc

6. Pennywise
"Unknown Road"
7. Justin Warfield
"My Field Trip
to Planet 9"
8. Jesus Lizard
"Lash"e.p.
9. Bjork
"Debut"
10. Nirvana
"In Utero"
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BLUES: Cal Poly Arts presents blues artists and storyteller
From page B1

Theatre next Thursday at 8 p.m.
“Blues Story!” opens with
Torrence reciting the names of
great blues artists. She is consid
ered a major figure in the renais
sance of the ancient art of
storytelling and learned her craft
from her grandfather, aunts and
uncles in North Carolina. She
started her career as a library
stoi^teller and now performs in
major halls and festivals across
North America.
But next week, Torrence will
combine her storytelling talents
with that of Cephas and Wiggins
to entertain the audience.

Jefferson, the Reverend Gary
Davis, Tampa Red and music from
the Ragtime era.
Unlike Cephas, Wiggins was
attracted to the blues harp as a
young man. He attributes his
style to years spent accompanying
Flora Molton, a renowned street
singer and slide guitarist, accord
ing to the press release.
“Blues Story!” was directed
and produced by John Ullman,
director Traditional Art Service, a
Seattle talent agency. The concept
which spawned “Blues Story!”
occurred to him at a Chicago
Blues Festival, said his daughter
Sarah, a talent agent with

Harm onica player Phil W ig g in s (left) and guitarist Bowling G reen
John C ephas headline "Blues Story!" / Photo by Irene Young

Cephas and Wiggins teamed
up in 1977 after meeting at the
Smithsonian National Folklife
Festival. They will play a Deltastyle version of John Henry,
reminiscent of the tunes of Furry
Lewis and Mississippi Fred
McDowell, according to a Cal Poly
Arts press release. The duo will
also perform music by blues
musicians George Carter, Stagger
Lee and the Reverend Gary Davis.
Cephas learned to play the
guitar at age nine and was
influenced by such legendary
bluesmen as Blind Lemon

Traditional Art Service. Torrence
was on stage telling a story about
Robert Johnson when blues
musician Taj Mahal started
playing music behind her, the
younger Ullman said.
“It was spontaneous,” she
said. “It was really amazing, the
audience loved it.
“Torrence will begin the
presentation with a story or a
background of an artist,” she
added. After the introduction,
Cephas and Wiggins will begin
their performance. At times, the
music and the storytelling will

share the spotlight.
The trio held their first
performance earlier this year and
have performed throughout the
country since then. Next month,
they are scheduled to appear at
the Kennedy Center for Perfomiing Al ts in Washington D.v'^.
Cal Poly Arts Director Ron
Regier said the show will be an
“extraordinary experience.”
Based on the nature of the artists’
works, Regier said he expects an
incredible performance from the
music and storytelling combina
tion.
Though blues music origi
nated in the South, Regier
included it under this season’s
theme “What in the World?”
“It’s not classical, Euro-based
music but in the past I’ve found
blues seems to fit better in the
World (Music and Dance) Series.”
Regier heard about Cephas
and Wiggins three years ago when
they were part of a show featuring
well-known steel string guitar
players and wanted Cal Poly to
hear them.
While negotiating dates with
agents, Regier went to see Cephas
and Wiggins perform at UC-Santa
Barbara. He recalls the presenta
tion as something he’d never
heard before.
“Unlike jazz, which is (a)
more acquired (taste), blues has a
deep meaning,” he said. “There’s
more from the human soul.”
With Torrence providing a
historical and social context for
the music, beginning blues
listeners will gain a good idea of
what blues music is about.
“With the caliber of artists
they all are, it’s going to be a
wonderful program,” Regier said.
“What they play and what she
talks about are the roots, the
traditional blues style,” Ullman
said. “It’s an excellent educational
experience for someone who wants
to learn about the blues.”
For reservations and ticket
information please call the
theatre box office at 756-1421.
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After six-year hiatus, Chess Live resurrected in Morro Bay
B y J e ff r e y Jen
Ddy Stott Writer

Two skilled chess masters will clash wits next week in what
may be the biggest chess game on the Central Coast. The
competition is large because the chess pieces are human
actors.
After a six year hiatus, Chess Live returns once again to
entertain spectators. The performance will be part of Morro
Bay’s Harbor Festival at Tidelands Park on October 2 and 3
from 1 p.m. to 6 p.m.
During Chess Live, actors play the parts of all 32 chess
pieces as two chess masters play out the game and dictate
where to move on the huge chessboard.
Human development senior Nancy Castle is the producer/
director of Chess Live. Castle, 42, graduated from Cuesta
College with an associate of arts degree in 1971. She returned
to college and enrolled to Cal Poly in 1991.
It was Castle’s original vision to stage a human chess game.
A Morro Bay native, she observed the installation of the Giant
Chessboard in 1976.
“As I was watching them set in the pieces, 1 saw that it was
large enough to have people on it,” Castle recalled.
Castle saw her vision come true when Chess Live was
staged on the Giant Chessboard in 1982.
On one sunny day in mid-August that year. Chess Live ran
for nearly three hours. Local chess player Ray Dade directed
the white pieces while renowned chess master Loal Davis
maneuvered the black pieces. It ended with Dade literally
throwing in his hat after a brutal defeat.
Castle developed the characters with help from local artist
and personality Dona Deack. Through this association the
character Black Queen Dona Deack was created. Deack
builds costumes and directs constiiiction of props for Chess
Live, as well as performing as the imperious Black Queen.

In 1987, Castle retired Chess Live to focus on raising her the sway of Queen Gwendolyn the Fair (Sue Mullen). Dona is
son, born in 1986.
amused.
It is back, however, by popular demand.
Admission to the Harbor Festival is $2 during the day
Castle also had a personal reason for the return. “ I wanted
with
no nightly charge after 6 p.m.For more informa
to wait until my son, Roscoe Mathieu, was old enough to be
tion
call
772-2715.
on the board to revive Chess Live," she said. "He’s now seven
(and) is totally bit by the chess bug.”
Roscoe play a White Queen’s pawn this year. Cal Poly
mathematics professor a n d __________ __________
chess expert Bob Wolf will act
as commentator for the perfor
mances. Local chess players
Rob vandenOuden and (Ilal Poly
I
art and design professor Keith
Dills will act as chess masters.
Royalty and bishops will be
dressed in rich renaissance cos
tumes and pawns will repre
sent figures in modem society.
Pawns in pastgames havebeen
secretaries, doctors, lawyers
and surfers.
“The reason is to emphasize
that we are all pawns in the
game of life,” Castle said. “The
combination of eras also cre
ates a reminder that war and
strategy have long been a fact
of life.”
The legend for 1993 is al
ready in the making. Queen
Dona, involved in activities in
Black Q u een Dona D eake (left), Q ueen G w endolyn The Fair (Sue M ullen), Rook
other provinces, has returned
N a n c y Castle and her son Roscoe M athieu will act out Chess Live O ct. 2 and 3
to the board and is appalled
that her former realm is under
Photo courtesy N a n c y Castle

¡M n >¥.
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1 Vineyard

San Luis
® Obispo
Vineyard
- Music?
I - CoSfiee?
^
- Fun?
• Not your
everyday
church. • •

31s "'*“'"

Shop for Great Buys:
Theme party Attire;

7 0 's, Hallowe.en, Gainge

Highway

S herri's S ecret T loset

712 Marsh St.
Mon-Sat 10-6, Thurs til' 8, Sun 12-5

"Upscale Resale"

Furniture • Desks • Housewares

NEIMAN-MARCUS STYLE O N A M E R V Y N S BUDGET

At last a ouality consignment boutique featuring
in
European Designers, S^rtsw ear and the latest ir
trendy upscale fashion.
Date and Evening wear is our specialty

Warehouse Outlet
870 Industrial W ay Mon-Sat 10-4

Consignments N ow Being Accepted.

544-0542

We pay 50% consignment fee Turn yourlashions into cash.

HomePickUp

4 7 0 Price St reet ,St e B, P i s m o B ea c h , C A 9 3 4 4 9
7 73-1463
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S I G M A P I F R A T E R N IT Y

INTERNATIONAI.
Is New at
CAL POLY

in

C
w

S ciiedule o f Events:
Sun 1 0/3 - Meet T’hc'Brothcrs, at Sandwich Plant, 5pm -7pm
c
M o n . 1 0/4 - Fat a Pic with a Pi, Great Pepperoni, 6 pm -8 pm
w
W e d . 1 0/6 - Sigma Sandwich Feed, O sos St. Subs, 6pm -8pm
c:
T h u rs. 1 0/7 - Pool, Pins & Pi's, U .U . Bowling Alley, 5pm -7pm
Fri. 10/8 Grillin' with the Guys BBQ , C'aT Poly 'Fheater
C
Lawn 3pm -6pm
W
Sun. 10/10 - Preferential Dinner (Invite O n ly), I BA

c

c
c
c
c
c
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a
kj

c
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M

a

M

a
M

a

M
M

a

M

» 773-1062

Check it out.. . S4y-3i6i

^^Saper Sale^^
— ONE DAYONLY—
SATURDAY OCT. 2nd
1Oam - 6pm

M

ALL COMIC
BOOKS

a

M

a

M

Find out all there
is to do this

a

M

a

ALL
SINGLE CARDS

M
M
M

a

M

As on e o f the largest nation.il fraternities. Sigma Pi also
offers the opportu n ity to share in the bonds o f brotherhcH»d
with memlx-rs all over the United States and Canada.
Since 1897, Sigma Pi ha.s been a leader in men's fraternities.

M

a

Super DiscQunts

M

a

M

Selected Packs.Boxes.Sets

n
a

I

M

n

M

Call 547-9936
for more information

Tues.-Sat. 1 0 -6 Thurs. 1 0 -7

Sunday't a t
9 & 1 1 a.in.
Mid-week
College Group

n

Sigma Pi is C'al Poly's newest fraternity, having started
on campus in the Spring o f 1993. C'reating the traditions o f
tom orrow with the brothers o f today. Sigma Pi offers new
members the opportu nity to make an immediate impact in
establishing the traditions and governing o f the fraternity.

c

101

M

a

M

a

rii in in zn zn zn zn zn zri zn zn zn zri zn zn

SPORTS CARDS
AND COMIC BOOKS

914 GRAND AVE.
1
ARROYO GRANDE
(GRAND & HALCYON) 473-2462

No other Discounts or Coupons will be honored on
this date. Not valid on Valid on Pre-Sale and Auction items.

weekend in
Mustang Daily's
Arts Section.

LEAEZ^N
•

v i e w s y o u 'v e

•

ELY

ZAE

SPEEDO

n e v e r s e e i i L seT ore

SIG M A ALPH A EPSILON
PRESENTS
RUSH 1993

t l \ e T r e e t l o i v » <Sr e x c i t e i i - i e n t o r

•
•

TC>

s e l e c t i o i 'i o f a i r c r a f t
SUNDAY O C 10B K R 3RD. 3:00 - -CASU AL

ra te s in C e n t r a l C o a s t C A .

Ol'hNHOUSI.
416HAIMWAY(ACKtJSSKKOMfAMPlIS HOTILl.)
MONDAY OCTOBER 4 1 H.

lo r o in fo , c o n fo ct- R o g o r 5 2 8 -1 8 -4 9
R o g e r 5 4 1 - 7 7 ^ -4

7:00 - - C’ A.SUAI,

UINNKRATOSOSSI HIKTSUHS
1060OSOSSTRhB
TUESDAY (K T O B E R 5TH

6:00 - - SEMI-EORMAL

SUOr.SHOWWITHSKiMAKAITA
4I6HAI HWAY
Ikl lU'HBQ
WOWlAWN

Develop and Print in

BLACK
WHITE

SATURDAY OCTOBER 9111 - - CASUAL.

4 -h o u r s !M

and

HANDANDBHO
416HAIHWAY

Enlargements to 11x14,

SUNDAY OCTOBER LOTH - - CASUAL.

O v e r n ig h t ! ! !

L A G U N A VILLAGE CENTER, CO RN ER OF C > ( Q
LOS O S O S VALLEY RD. & M A D O N N A RD. O A O

HRlwAKIASl INVITKONLY
/ . 4 0 1

"O A Z

I

MONDAY OCTOBER IITH - -SEM l-EORMAl.

f í e fío

THl-.SMOKl-.R••INVITT.ONI.Y
Mt)NDAYfUm- - IHISMONT);KtYSIRl,i:i
KOKKIDKSAM) INFORMATIONCAI.I. JEFFS44K062

L a d le 's S p o r ts ‘Sh o p

886 Monterey St.
San Luis Obispo

H e lo M a n

543-2197

M AK E Y O U R C A R E E R A
H E L E C O P T E R P IL O T O R D O
IT JU S T F O R F U N .

Tom Zimmerman 5 4 1 “ 1 3 8 9

Airport Day Oct.2, rides $20

m

m

m

VIN TA G E RUSH

Bead Here Now

Y O U R F IR S T H O U R O F
F L IG H T IN S T R U C T IO N

CALL

4:00 - - CASUAL.

WEDNE.SDAY O ÍT O B E R 6TH

1 HOUR SERVICE

m

@

Any purchases over $20
N ow through Oct. 31st 1993

VAN « 0 6 lf$
"SUNFLOW ERS*
WAS NOTHIN«
COMPARED TO
TH IS DRAWIN«.

622 State
Santa Barbara
(Next to the M etro
4 Theatre)

....:>

B eads

(N ear tlie
Pier)

V f Ÿ

M M Id

ENJERTO W IN
A j A N S P O R T C R A N D PRIZE PACKAGE.

187 Pomeroy
Pismo Beach

. J-

PV-rf".

iJ K
Co

C~T

O B E R.

4 - 8

EL C O R R A L B O O K S T O R E
M - T H 7:45-7, F 7 : 4 5 - 4 : 3 0 , SAT 11-4:30

Wednesday
October 6th
7:00pm
Business Building

The Third International Conference
on

3 ^ RCX 3M Í 13

KYUSEI NATURE FARMING:

B U IL D IN G

“Nature Farming for a
Sustainable Agriculture”

Meet Lou W'hittaker the
famous Mountain Climber.
.. . ^ r jr

O c to b e r 5 - 7 ,

1993

Lou w ill share his
experiences of climbing the
major peaks in the world.

at Fess Parker’s Red Lion R esort
Santa Barbara
A n u m b e r o f e m in e n t scientists And p u b lic
fig ures have b e e n in v ite d to discuss:

Limited Seating
So Come Early!!

• SustAlnAble Agriculture:
Farmer, consumer, researcher and environmentalist issues:

• Kyusel Nature rarmlng; Philosophy and practice;
• Soil Quality and Sustainable Agriculture: Soil quality as an index of
sustainable agriculture, and soil quality measurements;

Sponsored by...

• Effective Microorganisms (EM): Results of research from four
continents and eighteen countries using EM technology;
• Transition from conventlonaJ to sustainable agriculture; Examples,
experiences, and lessons from alternative agricultural systems;

E]G>rial

• Natural farming Systems:

IB c x ^ k s to r e

Status of natural farming systems in North America.________________

Student Discount:

$75/day or

K

$200for all 3 days.

For moro Information contact:

Nature Farm Research and Development Foundation
(805) 7 3 7-153 6 FAX 0 (805) 736-959 9
_____

jj

ESCAPE ROUTE

PARKING NOTICE

c Blue Note Music
Fine String Instruments
Handcrafted & Vintage
New & Used
BUY • SELL • TR AD E

Effective Sept. 20,1993, parking permits are required
between 7:00 am and 10:00 pm, Monday through Thursday;
between 7:00 am and 5:00 pm. on Friday
All valid Cal Poly parking permits will be honored
in staff spaces after 5:00 pm.

Gibson • Flatiron • National
• Santa Cruz • Taylor •
Dobro • Sigma • Blue Lion

Parking permits may be purchased at:
University Cashier's (Admin 131E) 8:00 am - 4:30 pm M-F
Public Safety Services (Bldg. 74) 4:00 pm -10:00 pm M-Thurs.

E x p e r t R e p a ir

All p a rk in g questions:
P arkin g a n d Com m uter Services, 7 5 6 -6 6 5 4

Sound Reinforcement • Amplification
Videos • Tapes • Books ‘ Accessories

Fooil iiid iTi’nilbFliij
for loaikon1
the
Family

In die Creamery • 570 Higuera No. 17
Mon. - Fri. 1 lam-6pm • Sat. I lam - 5pm
San Luis Obispo • 541-6188

I-IigLicra

Tues Student Day * S h o w

S tu d e n t

l.p. fo r

10"/o o ff.

C O M PA C T DISCS
in the
El Corral's Computer
Department now carries
MUSIC! That's right! You
con buy CD's of your
favorite artists at
comparable prices to
downtown. Come in and
see for yourself what El
Corral has to offer.
We aslo carry a large
selection of CD players,
speakers, headphones,
Napa CD holders, and
much more!
EIG>rral
IBookstore

Clubs & Organiiations discount • talk to Noah.
I Muatang Dally Coupon«

PY HOUR!
/E-8
rl pm
ou\ in n d B ro a d

h]

$2.40

6 0 oz PITCHERS OF
MICHELOB DRY/BUD/BUD LITE

.9 0 D R A F T

IM P O R T S 1 .7 5 D O M E S T IC 1 .5 0
.6 0 C H IP S & S A LS A
(N O M H U )

DO LLAR

SAVE

SAVE

$1
■

OINHtNVIlLr^OUEHSa

C o u p o n pot' p c r % o n p o r i t e m
« N o t uolécJ o n
ot p t o m o l l o n s « C M pIte» 1 0 / 3 0 / 0 3 *

$^ 1

^ p o c io lv

■ u i i í i L i j 't i w n i i i i t ü Z i
CO ^^BO . /A IN I

B U R R IT O S

T H R E E A M N I B U R R IT O S W / Y O U R
C H O IC E O F M E A T S FO R O N L Y

.9 9

2121

S. B r o a d / 7 9 1

Footliill

5 -< * l-9 IS -4
(W IT H P U R C H A S E OF
* N.l v.lMivllk..n *lk.r
.K.r 1B
* 1/50/t5
c.k**• p.rt.k far liai. *
.50 SO FT D R IN K -F R E E REFILLS)
^Nplrot

Mustang Daily Coupons
C O A A B IN A T IO N , S H R IM P ,
r i- IIC K t N F A JIT A PLATE
‘'U A \P lA J I lA*'
. l O i n M I.A ’i %

L’RINK ‘ . n

>RiI Ki ‘ :

/ im
I A N ’S

>

$4.99

I
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/'tt I
1 - O I *. I
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ATTENTION: ENGR. EMP, IT, FSN/ENGR& BUS STUDENTS

Monday October 4th at 6:00 p.m. in Staff Dining room C

At General M ills, you won't fined our people sitting behind desks from nine to
five.
Instead, you'll see them on the plant floor solving problems and
working with all levels o f our organization. Our enviroment is self managed
and encourages individual excelence through teamwork. For over half a
century, General Mills has remained the food industry leader by responding

Icinnamon

A Crunch

>

to the needs o f the marketplace with innovative products and services. Today,
our people continue to challenge the status quo and share in our success as
individuals and as a team.

Che^erios

Recruitment at Cal Poly will start this year for positions at our Lodi,
California plant. Serving as one o f the largest production and destribution

and drinks, to meet B ob Wheeler, Lodi's plant manager, and David Kapic,
Cal Poly alumnus. Find out why General M ills is known as the Com pany o f
Champions.
General M ills is an Equal Opportunity/Affirm ative Action Employer.

O
r

facilities in General M ills. You will find many challenging intern, co -o p , and
career opportunities. We invite you to com e by M onday evening for pizza

General
Mills

T lie C om pan y o f C ham pions

^

Foothill Hacienda Apartments
190 CALIFORNIA BLVD. • SAN LUIS OBISPO • CA
• ONE BLOCK FROM POLY
• 2 BED/ 2 BATH, FULLY FURNISHED
• OVER 9(K) SQUARE FEET OF SPACE
• 10-12 MONTH LEASES; $800 PER MONTH,
$5(K) SECURITY DEPOSIT
• SPECIAL RATES FOR SUMMER 1994
• LAUNDRY FACILITIES AVAILABLE
• GARBAGE, WATER, SEWAGE PAID BY OWNERS
Come by for a tour or please call 544-9224 or
489-1515 (8:OOam-5pm) for more information

f r a t e r n it y

FORUM

Frìendship-Scholarship-Athletìcs-Socìal

Thursday, September 30th
10am-2pm
Dexter Lawn
Friday, October 1st
10am-2pm
Mott Gym Lawn

Leant W iat A Fraternity Is About

C E T A FREE T - S H IR T W IT H A N Y
lA N S P O R T P U R C H A SE .*

And Barbecue

Co C~T O B E R

EL C O R R A L B O O K S T O R E
M - T H 7:45-7, F 7 : 4 5 - 4 : 3 0 , SAT 11-4:30
‘ W H I L E

CLASSIFIED
Greek News
I* *
SAM
NEWS!'
Society for AdvarK»menil of Mgl

•kit

SAM WEEK?? Slop by the mtg lor
details'Thurs 11am Bldg 6-123
CAL POLY ARTS STUDENT SUPPORT
Informal Informational Mtg.
Tues. Oct. 6 U.U. Gallerle
All Majors Welcome!!ll

S.E.A.O.C.

structural Engrs Assoc of CA
WE ARE NOT JUST A CLUB ANYMORE!
MEETING: TODAY 11AM IN 21-122A
NOMINATIONS;CLUB PROJECT2DISCUZ
•••ALL MAJORS WELCOME—
Searching for a

SENIOR
PROJECT IDEA?

A zr
•A MULTICULTURAL SISTERHOOD’
FORMAL PRESENTATION 9/29/93
FOR MORE INFO CALL ROSARIO
___________ 543-5807

AMIE STONE!

YBS LOVES YAI IT'S ALMOST FRI !

AY RUSH
DELTA UPSILON

M TRI-TIP BBQ THEATRE LAWN 3-6
W DINNER/SLIDES O LA FIESTA 5PM
F 4-WHEELIN' O PISMO BEACH 3PM
S SOFTBALL W/ZTA OPCffTTF 12nM
IZ M O K E P XOAT/TIE 'YY 220 7HM
rbOP PIAEE/IN<»0 XAAA 544-9842

Community Connection can help!
U U 217D X 5839orX 5834

P e r s o n a lsI ■^' '^ ^ ^

LUTHERAN
STUDENTS

Mt. Carmel Lutheran Ch. Invites
you to Sunday services 8.00 &
10:45 am. Bble Stur^ 9:30 am.
1701 FrederIcKs, off Grand Ave.

Annou^ements

FRATERNITY
FORUM

DISCOVER THE DIVERSITY OF
CAL POLY FRATERNITIES
DEXTER LAWN 9-30 10AM-2PM
MOTT GYM LAWN 10-1 10AM-2PM
MEET NEW PEOPLE!

A X A O A A A PYIH
MON 10-4 Luau w/A<l>5pm Cuesta Pk
Tues10-5 UU Games 5pm U.U.
Wed10-6 TrI-TIp BBQ 6pmAXAHouse
Thu10-7Srrx)ker/Slide 7pm FAC.DIn
Sat10-9 Sports Day 12pmAXAHouse
??? or need ride Call Robbie
Pletsch « 544-8437

GO BETA

Monday-Pizza and Games U.U.
Games area 7:15
Tuesday-Subs and Slides House
1252 Foothill 7:00
Thursday-Trl Tip BBQ w/A® House
7:00
Saturday-BBQ w/r <l>B House 2 PM
ly-Smoker
Only)
moker (Invite
(I
Any ?? Can Gregg O 543-5729

LINGERIE

SWIMWEAR;DAY/EVENING WEAR. FULL
COLOR CATALOGS. SEND $5 CHECK
OR M.O.(REFUNDABLE W / FIRST
ORDERITO: CINDERELLA'S INTIMATE
ATTIRE, 897 OAK PARK SUITE #107
PISMO BEACH, CA 93449

iS

s I v t^

a

RUSH ZOE

IN RUSH

Monday Oct. 4 TrFTIp BBQ
5:00 P.M. Mott Gym Lawn Cal Poly
Tues. Oct. 5 Lasagr» Dinner
6:30 PM SLO Vets HaH 801 Grand
Wed Oct 6 Pizza & Bowling Night
5:00 PM McPhee's Games Cal Poly
Frt. Oct.8 SHde Show
5:00 PM Staff Dining Lounge
Sat. Oct.9 'The Smoker" 6:00 PM
Alpha Chi Omega 1464 Foothill
sun Oct. 10 Interviews
Info or rides contact:
Jason Toves O 542-0647

ORDER OF OMEGA
General Mtg Wed 10/6 ^ m UU 220
Exec Mtg Tues 10/5 7pm
Call Rich or Mike 541-8413

Aon

ALISON ZEMMY YOU'RE A STUD!
YBS IS WATCHING YOU..GUESS WHO!

ZÊTA LOVES
THEIR PLEDGES
HON WILL you j LET'S SM
GET TO
I t DIONT
HEMEN IF
PO WH^T
you LKE TO I h/ANTVP
TO Do
BE B^D.'’

A Xn WELCOMES

1

y au-WKi»i

A IO
WHAT A RUSH
10/4 5:30 TFIAP SHOOT & TRI-TIP
10/5 6:00 RIBS EATING CONTEST
10/7 6:30 CASINO NIGHT W /K A 0
10/9 8:00 MEXICAN FIESTA W/ZTA
10/10 6:00 DSP SMOKER

HEY ALPHA PHI
PSI’S
GET EXCITED FOR A GREAT QUARTER
A©

*

LOVES YOU!!!

^

Found

LOST

RED GUATEMALAN SHIRT IN RESTRM
NEXT TO JULIANS PLEASE RETURN!
CONTACT LESLIE 543-9805

Employment
HEARST CASTLE IS NOW ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR GUIDE TRAINEE.
HOURLY WAGE IS $8.81-$10.35. MUST
BE AVAILABLE TO WORK WEEKENDS,
HOLIDAYS, & SUMMER. APPLICANTS
SHOULD HAVE ABILITY TO SPEAK
BEFORE LARGE GROUPS. EOE/AA
EMPLOYER INFORMATIONAL
VA/DQk QMOP
TO BE HELD 9/29 & 9/30 IN THE
STUDENT PLACEMENT CENTER RM 202
TO ATTEND CALL BRUCE BROWN 10AM
-3PM FROM SEPT 24-27 FOR APPT. AT
927-2066. APPLICATION DEADLINE
IS OCT 15.

SUPPOSE I LED ^
BLMAELESS LIFE '
SUPPOSE I DENIED
Wy TRUE DA,RVL N^TURE '

I'M NOT
SURE 1

HMETHM
MUCH
IM ^ S IN M IO N

'V -

,OUR NEW MEMBERS! FALL CLASS '93
GET EXCITED FOR A FUN YEAR!

IS REA DYTO R OUR GRAFFITI PARTY
TOMORROW NIGHT! SEE YOU THERE!

MON 7PM CAJUN COOKOUT W /AXQ
TUE 7PM HANGIN' W/THE BROS
AT LA FIESTA (NEXT TO LUCKYS)
W ED 7PM HYPNOTIST SHOW
THUR 7PM SIG EP Q&A AND BBQ
SAT 12PM SIG EP SPORTS DAY
MON 7PM SIG EP SMOKER INVITE
ONLY
ALL EVENTS AT HOUSE EXCEPT TUES
I<bE HOUSE 280 CALIFORNIA BLVD

L A S T

TO ADVERTISE IN MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS, CAU 7 5 6 -Ì1 4 3

Hey OAG^AXa

AO» EXCHANGE
SEE YOU IN THE JUNGLE TONIGHT!!

<ss%f

Greek News

S U P P L I E S

fir e e k ,N e w ,^ f' w "

IF WEMEH l”5 GOOD
m IF I LIKE TO BE
B^D, How
I SUPPOSED
TO BE H^PPS THERE ^

ZZ)

T'

MM8E UE^yEN
IS ^ PL^CE
WHERE you RE
ALtOKff) TO
BE B/kO'

Services
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Scholarships Available!!
Average Value: $1000-$1500
No GPA or FinarKial need
requirements. All students
qualify and will recieve
scholarships GUARNTEED!
Call Today! (800)569-8248
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT-Make
money teacNng basic conversational
English abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and
S.Korea. Make up to $2,000-$4,000-tper month. Many provide room &
board ^ other benefits No previous training
or teaching certMicate
required. For more information call:
(206)632-1146 ext.J6005
JOBSI JOBS! JOBSI
Career Services'
Student Employment Office
is campus hea^uarters for
local part-lime jobs
CO-OPS «
Summer Jobs.
Employment listings and
on-campus interviews
are available NOW!
Student Services Bldg.
124-113
RAISE $500 IN 5 DAYS. Groups,
motivated Irxllviduals.
1-800-655-6935 ext. 101
SNAP APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
ASI OFFICE, UU 217 756-1291
INFO MEETING 9/30, 6PM UU216

For Sale
BIKINIS ONE PEC SUITS AND
SEPARATES ALL 50% OFF
Now at the Sea Bam Avila Beach
595-2142.
COMPUTER COMPAQ DESKPRO WITH
PRINTER $325.00 CALL 481-5127
STEREO AM/FM, CASSETTE, SPKRS
WORKS GREAT $99.00 481-5127

Rental Housing

ACACIA COURT

NEW CALIF. BUNGALOW Spacious 2
bedrm, that is architecturally
magnificent! Lg skylite, unique
fpic, sloped ceilings, many
wdws, lg deck. 639 Johnson Ave.
(near Mill St.) $799 543-6842

ROOMMATE

3 SURFERS NEED A 4TH
SHARE A ROOM IN SWEET PAD
BRIAN 545-7769

THE 93 caí p l a c e f o r
CONTEMPORARY
CLOTHES FOR MEN AT
THE W qaI PRICES!

TEXTORES

W ITH THE ® caT

CUSTOMER
SERVICE

\

712 HIGUERA • DOWNTOWN SLO • 544-5041

i

Sept. 27~Oa. 22
Choose fo)m a
Special Selection
ofCD's&Tapes

r^

% ^ -y .

i\

^

I lf /■ '

'll

ElCbrral
IBookstore

AT&T can
help you save money
whether you live
on campus, off campus,
or somewhere
in between.

Q UALITY SILKSCREENIN G
& C U S T O M DESIGN

'112 Price Set-Up Fee lor Cal Poly
•Ultra-Fast Turn Arounil
•EflvIronaientallyCoiicloiis
Sensenbach Design Co.

1321 16th S t., Los Oso s , CA
(8051 534-1 Of 5
eI I I I I

íVír. Ú{ícl^s
BEACH BAR AND NIGHT CLUB
• Dancing 7 nights/wk
• Live Bands
• High Quality Super Well
• Monday Night Football
• 2 Lg. Screens, 4 Total
• 3 Pool Tables
• Across from Avila Beach

480 y~wnt-Street
SimCa <BeMfi., C 4 93424
(805) 595-9500
VALID ID REQUIRED

YOGA
AT
PO LY?

;

T

13 classes/w k at

YOGAI

(Choose AT&fancl sa\e up to 25%?
In four years of college, you'll probably change residences as often as you change majors.
Fortunately, if you choose AT&T as your long distance company you can keep up with all the changes in your
life and still save money. We offer a variety of savings options that adjust to changes in your
calling habits. It’s all part of The i Plan'." The personalized plan designed to fit the way you call.
0

*Saving.s based on AT&TSimple Savinfts Plan O 1993 AT&T

SA N

LUIS O B ISP O

967 Monterey S t
[ above Angelo's ]

50% OFF

Tosign u p .sto p b y o u rb o o th o n c a m p u s o rc a ll

THE M P LA N ’

C E N T R E

1 800 6.')4-0471, Ext. 4119.

ATbT

Unlimited Memberships
w / d ir e n t Poly LD.

544«YOGA

